[Sequence analysis of RNA3 of Rice stripe virus isolates found in China: evidence for reassortment in Tenuivirus].
The RNA3 segments of four isolates of Rice stripe virus (RSV), isolated from endemic sites at Panjin (PJ), Liaoning Province, Kunming (KM) and Yiliang (YL), Yunnan Province, as well as from outbreak sites at Hongze (HZ), Jiangsu Province, were determined. RNA3 of these four isolates were 2480 bp, 2509 bp, 2489 bp and 2497 bp in length, respectively. Compared with RNA3 of T and M isolates from Japan and Y isolate from Yunnan Province of China, that had been previously reported, these seven isolates could be divided into two groups. KM and YL isolates formed group one, and PJ, HZ, Y, T and M isolates belonged to another group. The two groups shared 97%-98% and 93%-94% sequence homology in viral RNA3 (vRNA3) and viral complementary RNA3 (vcRNA3) at the nucleotide levels, respectively, and there was no significant difference between the two groups at the amino acid levels. In the first group, Y isolate was significantly different from HZ,PJ and two Japan isolates in their RNA4 segment. These results show that there were two subgroups in RSV natural population related with geographical location, and reassorment may be the main factor leading to different segments of Y isolate belonging to different subgroups. The results may provide another evidence for reassortment variation in Tenuivirus.